The relationship of lightning activity and short-duration rainfall events during warm seasons over the Beijing metropolitan region
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ABSTRACT

The relationship between lightning activity and rainfall associated with 2925 short-duration rainfall (SDR) events over the Beijing metropolitan region (BMR) is examined during the warm seasons of 2006–2007, using the cloud-to-ground (CG) and intracloud (IC) lightning data from Surveillance et Alerte Foudre par Interférometrie Radioélectrique (SAFIR)-3000 and 5-min rainfall data from automatic weather stations (AWSs). An optimal radius of 10 km around selected AWSs is used to determine the lightning-rainfall relationship. The lightning-rainfall correlations vary significantly, depending upon the intensity of SDR events. That is, correlation coefficient (R ~ 0.7) for the short-duration heavy rainfall (SDHR, i.e., ≥ 20 mm h⁻¹) events is found higher than that (R ~ 0.4) for the weak SDR (i.e., 5–10 mm h⁻¹) events, and lower percentage of the SDHR events (~ 10%) than the weak SDR events (40–50%) are observed with few flashes. Significant time-lagged correlations between lightning and rainfall are also found. About 80% of the SDR events could reach their highest correlation coefficients when the associated lightning flashes shift at time lags of < 25 min before and after rainfall begins. Those events with lightning preceding rainfall account for 50–60% of the total SDR events. Better lightning-rainfall correlations can be attained when time lags are incorporated, with the use of total (CG and IC) lightning data. These results appear to have important implications for improving the nowcast of SDHR events.

1. Introduction

Lightning and precipitation are two typical phenomena that frequently co-occur in thunderstorms. The relationship between lightning activity and precipitation has been noticed for very long, but the physical basis between the two was studied only during the past few decades. For example, previous studies of both laboratorial experiments (Jayaratne et al., 1983; Saunders and Brooks, 1992; Saunders and Peck, 1998; Takahashi, 1978; Williams et al., 1991) and field observations (Carey and Rutledge, 1996, 2000; Williams et al., 1989) have reported that the non-inductive charging mechanism may be the main electrification process in continental convective storms. This mechanism indicates that the initiation of lightning is in a mixed-phase environment with graupel/hail, ice crystal and supercooled water, which is closely related to cloud ice microphysical processes. Therefore, a positive relationship between lightning and precipitation may be expected in storms with vigorous ice-phase processes. With the development of lightning detection technology, more detailed lightning observations can be obtained, which helps markedly quantify the relationship between lightning and rainfall. Some previous studies demonstrated that the lightning-rainfall relationship could provide valuable information about the improvements in heavy-rain nowcasts and short-term severe weather warnings (Koutroulis et al., 2012; Price and Federmesser, 2006; Soula et al., 1998; Tapia et al., 1998) and in the estimation of rainfall amount (Garcia et al., 2013; Soula and Chauzy, 2000; Tapia et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2013, 2014). Hence, more thorough studies of the lightning-precipitation relationship are of great significance.

A growing number of studies have shown much interest in examining the lightning-rainfall relationship associated with rainfall events.
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Piepgrass et al. (1982) found a trend of lightning occurring prior to precipitation in two thunderstorms in central Florida, in which the best Rs of 0.79 and 0.93 were achieved when lightning was delayed by 4 and 9 min, respectively. Soula and Chazey (2000) found that spatial correlations between rainfall and lightning are consistent for all lightning types, and positive CG flashes are better associated with rainfall amounts than negative flashes. Kourtroulis et al. (2012) studied 16 rainfall events (4 flood plus 12 non-flood events) over the island of Crete, and found that a higher correlation is obtained within 15 km around the station and an average time lag that lightning preceded rainfall of 15 min. Katsanos et al. (2007) studied rainfall events in the central and eastern Mediterranean using 6 hourly rain-gauge accumulated rainfall data and CG lightning data, and found that lightning–rainfall correlations differ, depending on rainfall amount. That is, more than half of the rainfall events without flashes are accompanied with small 6-h accumulated rainfall amounts (≤1 mm), while only 6% of them produce large rainfall amounts (>10 mm). In contrast, only 17% of the rainfall events with flashes could be considered as weak rainfall events and 30% of them as intense rainfall events. Iordanidou et al. (2016) investigated the lightning–rainfall relationship over Crete Island using 22 rain-gauge data and lightning data of CG plus some IC flashes, and found that the mean lightning–rainfall R could reach 0.6 within a radius of 25–30 km from the center of each lightning cluster. Higher correlations are obtained for more intense rainfall and more flash counts within the searching area. Feng et al. (2007) studied 10 hailstorms based on CG and total lightning data, radar reflectivity and microphysics data from TRMM satellite, and found a good correlation between ice water content (IWC) and flash rates, with an R of 0.69. Their results revealed the critical roles of ice precipitation particles in determining the electrical process of thunderstorms. Matthee et al. (2014) discovered quantitative differences between lightning and non-lightning convective rainfall events using polarimetric radar and satellite data. Namely, stronger updrafts are observed in thunderstorms than those in non-lightning storms, accounting for the formation of deeper clouds with more ice particles in the mixed-phase regions. Apparently, the previous studies have provided enough evidence for positive correlations between lightning and rainfall, and for lightning activity to usually precede rainfall with a time lag of a few minutes. Therefore, lightning information has the potential to become an effective tool for nowcasting rainfall events.

Likewise, considerable work has been conducted to study the short-duration rainfall (SDR) events, usually defined as those lasting for ≤6 h in duration, generally using hourly precipitation data (Feng et al., 2007; Li et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2014). Previous studies show that short-duration heavy rainfall (SDHR) events frequently induce flash floods, urban waterlog disaster, landslide and many other losses (Brooks and Stensrud, 2000; Yuan et al., 2014). Globally, climatological studies show an increasing probability of heavy rainfall events around the world in the past decades under the influence of global warming (Groisman et al., 2005; Min et al., 2011; Trenberth, 2011; Zhai et al., 2005). Locally, the Beijing metropolitan region (BMR) suffers frequently from SDHR events in recent decades, such as the 21 July 2012 torrential rain (Zhang et al., 2013). Thus, studying SDR events over the BMR is of great importance. Li et al. (2008) used hourly precipitation data during 1961–2004 to study climatological characteristics and secular trends of summer precipitation in the BMR, and found that while the total rainfall amount of long-duration events has decreased, that of SDR events has increased significantly. In addition, SDR events occur often from late afternoon to early morning hours. This finding was later confirmed by Wang and Wang (2013), who used 5-min rainfall data from 187 high-density Automatic Weather Stations (AWSs) in the BMR during the warm season of 2006–2010. Using the similar rainfall data, Yang et al. (2013) indicated that the frequency and amount of summer rainfall are mainly determined by the SDR events with 1–3 h duration, and most of the rainfall amounts occur in the events with duration of < 6 h. The dominant contributions of the SDR events have also been noted by Yuan et al. (2014), who analyzed the topographic effects on spatial-temporal variations of SDR events during the warm season of the central North China (NC), using the hourly rainfall records of 2005–2012. Wu et al. (2000) found different trends of SDHR events between urban areas and suburbs of the BMR, with significantly more and stronger events over the urban areas.

Despite the numerous studies of SDR events as mentioned above, little attention has been paid to their relationship with lightning activity, especially given the availability of rainfall observations at 5-min intervals over the BMR. Moreover, while many previous studies showed high lightning–rainfall correlations associated with individual thunderstorms, it is not possible to obtain a quantitative relationship between rainfall amounts and flash counts in each rainfall event (Katsanos et al., 2007). This is mainly because lightning is more closely correlated with convective precipitation, and most rainfall events examined by many of the previous studies may also contain stratiform rainfall with lower rates. Could the lightning–rainfall relationship be refined by grouping SDR events into different rainfall-rate grades in order to differentiate between convective and stratiform rainfall? In particular, given the currently available 5-min rainfall data, is it possible that certain percentages of the SDR events precede, lag behind or coincide with lightning activity, respectively? As the total lightning (CG and IC) data are shown more robust correlation to severe weathers (Chronis et al., 2015; Schultz et al., 2011), are the total lightning data correlated better to rainfall than CG lightning data? Thus, it is our intention to address the above questions by studying the lightning–rainfall relationship associated with SDR events during the warm seasons (May–September) of 2006–2007 using 5-min precipitation data from 118 AWSs in the BMR and Surveillance et Alerte Foudre par Interférometrie Radioélectrique (SAFIR)-3000 lightning data (including both CG and IC lightning). The SDR events are analyzed herein because of their dominance during the warm seasons and the much needed effort in improving their predictability (Zhang et al., 2015). Using the grouping methods, the correlations of lightning and rainfall are discussed in different classifications, including the SDR events with different intensity grades. From the calculations of time-lagged correlations, the percentages of the SDR events precede, lag behind or coincide with lightning activity could be quantified. Besides, the lightning–rainfall correlations are examined and compared by the using the CG and total lightning data provided by the SAFIR-3000 lightning system.

The next section describes the data source and methodology used for this study. Some logics to calculate various lightning-rainfall correlations are also described. Section 3 presents the calculations of lightning-rainfall relationship, with different time-lagged windows. A summary and concluding remarks are given in the final section.

2. Data and methodology

2.1. Datasets and quality control

2.1.1. Lightning data

Both the CG and IC lightning data used in this work are obtained from Beijing’s SAFIR-3000 lightning location network, which consists of three stations and covers a detection area of 270–280 km² over the BMR (Fig. 1a). The SAFIR-3000 system is a three-dimensional multi-station detection system providing the timing, location and polarity of both CG and IC lightning flashes. Each station has a very-high-frequency (VHF) sensor (110–118 MHz) and a low-frequency (LF) sensor (300 Hz–3 MHz) to discriminate between CG and IC lightning. The best detection area is located inside the triangle defined by the three stations with the detection efficiency of > 90% and the location errors of < 2 km (Zheng et al., 2009).

The SAFIR-3000 system detects radiation sources from lightning flashes. One lightning flash usually produces one or more radiation sources. In order to determine the number of flashes, a data quality control is performed, following Nováčk and Kyzaňarová (2011) and Liu...
et al. (2013). That is, radiation sources within 1 s and at a distance of < 10 km are defined as one IC flash. In addition, we have removed (a) IC flashes below 1 km, based on previous observations in the NC showing few IC flashes; and (b) IC flashes at an altitude higher than 18 km, in accordance with previous radar observations that cloud tops over the BMR seldom exceed 16 km altitude (Liu et al., 2013). First return strokes are also used with the 1-s and 10-km method to define CG flashes, and positive CG flashes with the peak current of < 10 kA are considered as IC flashes (Poelman, 2014; Taszarek et al., 2015).

2.2.1. Calculation of the lightning-rainfall correlations

Like in the previous studies, the lightning-rainfall correlations in the SDR events need to be calculated. In this study, a mean and a peak rate of both flash counts and rainfall amounts in each SDR event are first computed. Then, the rate calculations for the 2925 events are performed in the mean and peak flash-rainfall pairs. Furthermore, the mean and peak flash rates are categorized into different bins to examine the variation of the mean (peak) rainfall rates with the mean (peak) flash rates. Likewise, the mean rainfall rates are categorized into different bins to study the variation of CG or total flash rates with the rainfall rates. Additional flashes associated with the SDR events which occurred outside of the duration of the SDR events (i.e., $T_{\text{end}}$) are considered, and the time windows of 5–60 min at 5-min intervals before and after $T_{\text{end}}$ will be examined in Section 3.2.

Since numerous previous studies have noted that lightning activity usually precedes rainfall occurrences, with a time window ranging from a few minutes to nearly an hour (Koutroulis et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2011; Piepgrass et al., 1982; Tapia et al., 1998). Meanwhile, some studies pointed out that such temporal relationships between the two phenomena are complicated, and all the time-precended, time-delayed or no-time-lag relationships between them could be found in different thunderstorms (Soula and Chauzy, 2000; Zheng et al., 2009). Therefore,

2.2.2. Rainfall data

Rainfall data at 5-min intervals, acquired from Beijing’s AWSs network, cover an area that is much larger than the effective detection area of the SAFIR-3000 network. Thus, only the AWSs in the most effective range of 100 km from the center of individual SAFIR-3000 stations are used in the analysis (Wu et al., 2016). The number of the selected AWSs in the overlapped region has increased from 78 to 118 during 2006–2007 (Fig. 1b). The quality control of the rainfall data consists of internal consistency test, climatological extreme value test and time consistency test, following Wang and Wang (2013). Specifically, as the rainfall data are recorded as the accumulated rainfall amount at the beginning of every hour at 5-min intervals, the 5-min accumulated rainfall amount has to be computed first from the difference of the current record and the previous one, so any negative value in rainfall rate will be eliminated for internal consistency. Second, any 5-min accumulated rainfall amount exceeding 30 mm is considered as false data and removed. Third, every rainfall record > 0.1 mm should have continuous data 1 h before and after.

With the 5-min rainfall data, we define an SDR event at individual stations, following Wang and Wang (2013). An SDR event begins when both 5-min rainfall ≥ 0.1 mm and its subsequent 1-h accumulated rainfall ≥ 5 mm are held, and this time is defined as the starting time of the event ($T_{\text{start}}$). This event ends when the subsequent 1-h accumulated rainfall becomes < 5 mm, and this time is defined as the ending time of the event ($T_{\text{end}}$). Thus, the duration of this SDR event is defined as $T_{\text{end}} - T_{\text{start}}$. Based on the 1-h accumulated rainfall after $T_{\text{start}}$, SDR events could be categorized into six grades (see Table 1), and an SDHR event is defined as the one with the hourly rainfall rate (HRR) of ≥ 20 mm after $T_{\text{start}}$ (Wang and Wang, 2013). As a result, a total of 2925 SDR events are identified, in which 1443, 928, and 554 events are categorized as weak (i.e., 5–10 mm h$^{-1}$), moderate (i.e., 10–20 mm h$^{-1}$), and intense (≥ 20 mm h$^{-1}$) ones, respectively (Table 1).

2.2.3. Optimal radius to count lightning flashes

To analyze the relationship between lightning activity and SDR events, the corresponding CG and total flashes must be counted in 5-min intervals at the AWSs. Typically, lightning flashes within a certain radius of a station are often counted in the same time intervals as rainfall records (Barnolas et al., 2008; Koutroulis et al., 2012; Michaelides et al., 2010). Previous studies show higher lightning-rainfall correlations could be found within the radii of 6–30 km (Barnolas et al., 2008; Iordanidou et al., 2016; Katsanos et al., 2007; Koutroulis et al., 2012; Michaelides et al., 2010). Because of limited guidance for the correlations in SDR events by using 5-min rainfall data, some efforts will be devoted in Section 3.1 to determine the optimal radius at which the highest mean lightning-rainfall correlation coefficient ($R$) could be obtained. To determine at what radius higher lightning-rainfall correlations could be found, a group of radii ranging from 2 to 30 km at 2-km intervals and 30–60 km at 5-km intervals are tested, and then the mean lightning-rainfall $R$s of all the 2925 SDR events in different radii are calculated. The optimal radius in determined when the mean $R$ of all the SDR events could reach the highest value.
2.3.2. Hypothesis test for differences of mean correlation coefficients

Whether or not the correlation of rainfall and total flashes is better than that of rainfall and CG flashes is examined in this work. For this, the differences of the mean Rs for the two correlations are tested. As the hypothesis test method for the difference of means between paired samples shown in Wilks (2006), the sample statistic of \( \Delta = R_{\text{fl}} - R_{\text{ff}} \) is used, with the sample mean

\[
\Delta = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \Delta_i = R_{\text{fl}} - R_{\text{ff}},
\]

(2.2)

Under the null hypothesis that \( \mu_\Delta = 0 \) (i.e., there is not significant difference between the two means), the test statistic is defined as

\[
z = \frac{\Delta - \mu_\Delta}{\sigma_{\Delta}/\sqrt{n}}.
\]

(2.3)

where \( \sigma_{\Delta}^2 \) is the sample variance of \( \Delta \), and will be distributed as the standard Gaussian for large samples. Since the two kinds of Rs usually exhibit serial correlation, the sample size of \( n \) in Eq. 2.3 should be replaced by the effective sample size, which can be estimated using the approximation

\[
n' \cong n \frac{1 - \rho_1}{1 + \rho_1},
\]

(2.4)

where \( \rho_1 \) is the correlation coefficient of \( R_{\text{fl}} \) and \( R_{\text{ff}} \).

3. Results

In this section, the optimal radius around the AWS to count lightning flashes in 5-min intervals is determined first. After that, the flash counts could be paired with the 5-min rainfall data. Then, the lightning-rainfall correlations associated with the SDR events are investigated, including the correlation between mean (peak) rainfall rates and mean (peak) flash rates as well as the variations of correlation coefficients (Rs) with different time windows. Finally, the time-lagged correlations between lightning and rainfall are analyzed, and their differences in the SDR events with different intensity grades are also discussed.

3.1. Determining the optimal radius for lightning-rainfall correlations

In general, the higher the mean \( R \) is, the better the radius tested performs. The results are given in Fig. 2, showing clearly an optimal radius of 10 km with the highest mean Rs for both CG and total lightning-rainfall correlations. It is shown that the mean Rs decline sharply with radius decreasing from the optimal radius of 10 km, because fewer flashes are involved in the R's calculations. By comparison, the mean Rs exhibit slow decreases with the increasing radius beyond 10 km due to more flashes unrelated involved. Therefore, the lightning flashes (CG or total) at the optimal radius of 10 km from the AWSs are counted to pair with the AWSs' 5-min rainfall records in this work.

3.2. The lightning-rainfall correlation

The correlations of lightning and rainfall are first analyzed from all the 2925 SDR events. It is shown that both the CG and total flash counts were positively correlated with rainfall, with the R of 0.47 and 0.46, respectively (Fig. 3a and c). Statistical hypothesis tests for the R at the
significant level $\alpha = 0.05$ show that with the sample size $n = 2925$, the test statistics $t_0$ are 28.62 and 28.37, respectively, both exceeding the 97.5th percentile value of 1.96 with 2923 degrees of freedom in the $t$ distribution. Therefore, the $H_0$ that the CG (total) flash has no linear correlation with rainfall amount would be rejected, and the CG (total) flash is significantly correlated to the rainfall amount at the 5% level. The SDR events with larger rainfall amounts are exhibited to be better correlated with flash counts. In contrast, the SDR events with small rainfall have flash counts with higher variations and distribute more away from the best fitting lines. Similarly, the peak CG (total) flash rate and peak rainfall rate also exhibit positive correlations with the $R$ of 0.38 (0.40), and the hypothesis tests show the correlations significantly exist at the 5% level. (Fig. 3b and d). The correlation of lightning flashes and rainfall amounts is difficult to see from the scatter plots as given in Fig. 3, due to the high variations of samples. To see the correlations more clearly, the lightning flash data or rainfall data are grouped into different bins, and then the tendencies of the bins are examined. Previous studies also indicate that lightning-rainfall correlations are usually influenced by the time shifts between the lightning flash and rainfall serials (Koutroulis et al., 2012; Soula and Chauzy, 2000). So the variations of lightning-rainfall correlations in different time windows are also examined below based on the grouped bins.

All the mean rainfall rates of the SDR events are grouped into bins according to the events’ mean flash rates, and then the medians of mean rainfall (flash) rates in the bins are computed. The result is given in Fig. 4a and c, showing that the medians of mean rainfall rates had a strong positive correlation with the medians of mean CG flash rates with $R = 0.74$, and even a stronger positive correlation with those of mean total flash rates with $R = 0.82$. Both the correlations are significant at the 5% level through the hypothesis tests. The scatters of the medians exhibit that the median of mean rainfall rates in the lowest mean-flash-rate bin deviates obviously from the best fitting line (Fig. 4a and c). This implies that it is not desirable to take the SDR events with very small rainfall rates into the correlation analysis. Because small rainfall rates mainly occur in stratiform clouds with little lightning activity, whereas higher rainfall rates are often found in convective precipitation that is correlated closely with lightning activity (Petersen and Rutledge, 1998). Similarly, when all the peak rainfall rates in the SDR events are grouped into bins according to the events’ peak flash rates, the medians of the peak rainfall rates also show a high positive correlation with the medians of the peak flash rates, namely a correlation of $R = 0.79$ with the peak CG flash rates and $R = 0.92$ with the peak total flash rates. And both the correlations are

![Fig. 2. Variations of the mean correlation coefficient between CG (total) flash and rainfall of all the short-duration rainfall (SDR) events in radius around the AWSs ranging from 5 to 60 km, as denoted by blue (red) line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)](image)

![Fig. 3. Scatter plots of the (a) CG and (c) total flash counts (flashes) as a function of rainfall (mm) in the SDR events; and of the peak (b) CG and (d) total flash rates (flashes (5 min)$^{-1}$) as a function of the peak rainfall rate of the SDR events (mm (5 min)$^{-1}$). Black lines denote the best fitting lines.](image)
significant at the 5% level. It is shown that the total lightning flashes could have a better correlation with rainfall than the CG flashes.

The mean and peak flash rates in each SDR event discussed above are computed within $T_{sus}$, but lightning activity often occurs with some time shifted either before or after $T_{sus}$ (Koutroulis et al., 2012; Soula and Chauzy, 2000). So better lightning-rainfall correlation may be expected when wider time windows than $T_{sus}$ are considered to compute the mean (peak) flash rates of the SDR events. Thus, we examine below the lightning-rainfall correlation in different time windows ranging from 5 to 60 min before and after. Using the same statistical methods mentioned above (i.e., Fig. 4), the $R$ between the medians of mean (peak) flash rates and the medians of mean (peak) rainfall rates is computed, together with its variation with time windows. The result shows that the lightning-rainfall correlation varies significantly with the time windows, and that a better correlation could be obtained when wider time windows are used (Fig. 5) (all the correlations are significant at the 5% level). It is apparent from Fig. 5 that the $R$ between the mean CG flash rate and mean rainfall rate has two major peaks in the time windows, which first peaks in the time window of 5 min, and then decreases to a minimum in 10 min, followed by a secondary peak in 20 min. After 20 min, $R$ does not change much. Similarly, the $R$ between the total flash rate and rainfall rate also has two peaks and one minimum, except that the secondary peak occurs in a wider time window of 35 min. The obvious variations of $R$s indicate that there are considerable flashes before or after the $T_{sus}$ of the SDR events. And the better correlation so obtained could be attributed to the wider time windows which involve more flash counts related in the computation of the mean flash rates. For example, when extra flash counts (CG or total) before and after 5 min of $T_{sus}$ associated with the SDR events are considered, the SDR events could be grouped into bins with higher mean (CG or total) flash rates than those obtained by using $T_{sus}$ shown in Fig. 4. The new grouping caused by the wider time windows is called the “regrouping process” in this work.

![Fig. 4](https://example.com/f4.png)

**Fig. 4.** Mean rainfall rates [mm (5 min)$^{-1}$] as a function of mean-flash-rate bins [flashes (5 min)$^{-1}$] in the SDR events for (a) CG and (c) total lightning. Scatters denote the median of mean rainfall rate and the whiskers denote the rainfall rate data extended from lower to upper quartiles. Panels (b) and (d) are the same as (a) and (c), respectively, but for the peak rainfall rates [mm (5 min)$^{-1}$] as a function of the peak flash rates [flashes (5 min)$^{-1}$].

![Fig. 5](https://example.com/f5.png)

**Fig. 5.** Variations of the correlation coefficient ($R$) between the median of mean rainfall rate and the median of mean CG (total) flash rate, denoted by the black (red) solid line, and of the $R$ between the median of peak rainfall rate and that of peak CG (total) flash rate, denoted by black (red) dashed line, with the time windows of 0–60 min. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The analysis of Fig. 5 also indicates that lightning activity often occurred beyond $T_{sus}$ of the SDR events, and better correlation between CG (total) flash rates and rainfall rates could be obtained when extra flash counts related are considered. The two peaks of $R$s between the mean CG (total) flash rate and mean rainfall rate implies that some SDR events had lightning activity within the time window of 5 min, whereas some others had considerable CG (total) flash counts within the wider time window of 20 (35) min. Moreover, the total flash counts could provide wider time windows (e.g., 35 min) than the CG flash counts,
suggesting that the former could be more useful than the latter for guiding the nowcasts of SDR events. Similar results can be obtained for the correlation between the peak flash rate and peak rainfall rate, except that only one peak is found in the time windows of 5–10 min. The result indicates that the peak flash rates of the SDR events mostly occurred within $T_{\text{stor}}$ and 10 min before and after, and seldom occurred beyond 10 min of $T_{\text{stor}}$.

The variations of $R_s$ with different time windows reflect that lightning activity had obvious time shift to rainfall in the SDR events. One possible reason is that rain drops needs some minutes to fall through the vertical columns from charged clouds aloft (Piepgrass et al., 1982). In order to gain more insight into the effects of the time shifts on the lightning-rainfall correlation, further analyses of the SDR events with different grades are performed. First, Fig. 6a shows that the highest percentages of the regrouped SDR events with respect to the mean CG flash rates occur in the time window of 5 min, and that most of percentages have a secondary peak in the 10–20 min window. The results are consistent with those shown in Fig. 5. Although the SDR events with the rainfall rates > 40 mm h$^{-1}$ had another peak in the time window of 35 min, they had little influence on the variation of the correlation between the mean CG flash rate and mean rainfall rate (Fig. 5) due to their small proportion in the total events (Table 1). In addition, the SDHR (HRR $\geq$ 20 mm h$^{-1}$) events usually had both a major and a secondary peak in the time window of 15–35 min, indicating that the SDHR events could be predictable by the lightning flashes in the time windows. Similarly, most of the SDR events, after regrouping into the higher mean-total-flash-rate bins, show the largest percentage in the time window of 5 min, and SDHR events display one or two secondary peaks in the time window of 15–35 min (Fig. 6b). The result is consistent with the variations of the correlation between the mean total flash rate and the mean rainfall rate in these time windows as shown in Fig. 5, suggesting that the secondary peak in the $R$ of total flash rate and rainfall rate is mainly caused by the regrouping process in the SDHR events. Moreover, more related total flash counts could be found in the time window of 45–50 min in the SDHR events (e.g., HRR $\geq$ 30 mm h$^{-1}$), which suggests further that total lightning flashes could provide more advancing time than CG lightning flashes to predict the occurrences of the SDHR events. It is understandable from the fact that stronger updrafts with large convective available potential energy (CAPE) associated with SDHR events tend to generate deeper convective clouds that is favorable for non-inductive charging process (Matthee et al., 2014), while startiform clouds with lower rainfall rate have less lightning-precipitation processes (Petersen and Rutledge, 2012).

![Fig. 6. Percentages of the regrouped SDR events in different intensity grades as a function of the time windows (min) for (a) CG, and (b) total flashes.](image1)

![Fig. 7. Percentages of the SDR events in different intensity grades (mm h$^{-1}$) that could reach their peak (a) CG and (c) total flash rates [flashes (5 min)$^{-1}$] in the time windows of 0–60 min at the 5-min intervals; and numbers of the SDR events regrouped into higher (b) peak-CG-flash-rate bins or (d) peak-total-flash-rate bins in the time windows of 5–60 min at the 5-min intervals. Bars denote the regrouped SDR events with different intensity grades as shown in Table 1 and the black line denotes the total regrouped SDR events.](image2)
1998). After discussing the time shift of mean flash rate for the SDR events, let us examine the time shift of the peak flash rate for the SDR events in different intensity grades. Fig. 7a and c show that nearly 80% of the SDR events could find their peak flash rates within $T_{\text{us}}$, and the percentage increases quickly to nearly 90% in the time window of 15 min, and then grows slowly beyond. The peak flash rates beyond $T_{\text{us}}$ are more frequently found in the weak SDR events, whereas those within $T_{\text{us}}$ (i.e., in time window of 0 min) are mainly in the SDHR events. Compared with the peak CG flash rates, the percentages of the peak total flash rates are lower within $T_{\text{us}}$ for most of the SDR events (Fig. 7a and c), implying that the latter could be found more frequently than the former beyond $T_{\text{us}}$. Due to the more flash counts of IC lightning considered, higher flash rates could be obtained by using total flashes, and more SDR events with peak flash rates long beyond $T_{\text{us}}$ may be found. When the peak flash rate beyond $T_{\text{us}}$ occurs, the SDR events would be regrouped into higher peak-flash-rate bins and the correlation between the peak flash rate and peak rainfall rate would be changed (Fig. 5). It is displayed in Fig. 7b and d that the regrouped SDR events mostly occurs within the time window of 10 min, indicating that the peak flash rates are usually found within 10 min before and after $T_{\text{us}}$. In general, weak and moderate SDR events could be more frequently regrouped into higher peak-flash-rate bins, which is consistent with that shown in Fig. 7a and c. Furthermore, the rapid increase in the percentages of events with the peak flash rates (Fig. 7a and c) and the large amount of the regrouped events (Fig. 7b and d) in the time window of 5 and 10 min could explain the peak values of the $R$ of peak flash rate and peak rainfall rate in Fig. 5.

To delve more into the lightning-rainfall relations, the mean rainfall rates of all the SDR events are stratified into different bins, as given in Fig. 8. It is shown that weaker lightning activity coincides with the SDR events with lower rainfall rates and longer durations (e.g., about 60 min at the mean rainfall rate of 0.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$). The result means that mild and persistent precipitation typically associated with stratiform clouds produced less lightning flashes. With the increasing mean flash rate and the shortening duration, stratiform precipitation gradually gives way to convective precipitation in the SDR events, so the lightning flash rate goes up sharply. When the mean rainfall rate increases to 2.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$, the duration decreases to a minimum of 30 min but the flash rates continue their growths. This implies that the major precipitation type has changed from stratiform to convective precipitation, and that the mean rainfall rate of 2.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$ could be used as a threshold for discriminating stratiform from convective precipitation when the 5-min AWS rainfall data are used.

As the rainfall rate increases further to 4.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$, the duration of the SDR events reaches a secondary peak while the flash rate keeps increasing until reaching 6.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$, suggesting the intensification of convective precipitation. However, as the rainfall rate increases further to 7.0 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$, both the flash rate and duration exhibit apparent declines. This result indicates that in some extreme SDR events, lightning activity may not be as active as expected. Although this scenario is not previously reported frequently, it appears to be consistent with the microphysical budget study of Cui et al. (2015), who showed that some extreme rainfall categories are mainly contributed by warm-cloud processes (e.g., accretion of cloud water by rainwater) rather than ice-phase processes (e.g., melting of graupel). This result is also consistent with the work of Xia et al. (2015), who showed less CG lightning activity occurring in some nocturnal SDHR events due to the absence of large CAPE.

3.3. Time-lagged correlations

In this section, the time-lagged rainfall-CG flash and rainfall-total flash correlations in different time lags are discussed. The results are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10. Evidently, the means of all the lagged $R$ roughly have a normal distribution centered near the time lag of zero. Moreover, the lagged rainfall-CG-flash $R$ in the central time-lagged portion increases with more intense SDR events, e.g., the mean lagged $R$ increases from 0.12 in events with HRR of 5–10 mm h$^{-1}$ to > 0.50 in events with HRR of > 10 mm h$^{-1}$ events (Fig. 9). In each category of SDR events, the above time-lagged correlation decreases rapidly with ± time lags, and becomes negative as the time lag extends outward beyond ± 20 to ± 35 min from the weakest to the strongest SDR events. Of interest is that the best CG-flash-rain correlation occurs when lightning has a 5-min shift prior to rainfall in the events with 5–30 mm h$^{-1}$ rainfall rates, but such a time shift does not occur in the SDR events with greater rainfall rates. By comparison, the lagged correlation between the total flash and rainfall rate, given in Fig. 10, appears to be better than the CG flash and rainfall rate correlation, because of the larger peak values of the mean $R$, and their more centralized data distributions. In addition, all the SDR events exhibit a 5-min time lag that in shown in the CG-flash-rain correlation in the events with HRR of 5–30 mm h$^{-1}$, indicating again that the total lightning flash data could be more useful than the CG flash data for predicting the occurrences of SDHR events. To quantify the influence of the time lags on the time-lagged $R$, Fig. 11a and b show the percentages of SDR events that could reach their best time-lagged $R$s in the time lags. We see that > 80% of the SDR events could reach the highest time-lagged $R$ with respect to both the CG and total flashes, after making a 25-min time shift before and after their occurrences. The percentages of SDR events with CG or total lightning activity preceding, lagging or coinciding with rainfall, are given in Fig. 11c and d, showing that (i) in about 55% of the SDR events lightning flashes preceded rainfall; (ii) the SDR events with lightning flashes lagging behind rainfall accounted for about 30%; and (iii) the SDR events without any time shifts accounted for the remaining 15%.

In order to explore how the highest lightning-rainfall correlation could be reached for most of the SDR events, Fig. 12 shows the boxplots of the highest $R$ in each SDR event in time lags from − 25 to + 25 min (accounting for > 80% of the SDR events). We see that if the lightning flash time series is shifted 25 min before or after the rainfall time series, a majority of the SDR events could reach high lightning-rainfall correlations (i.e., $R > 0.6$), and some SDR events could even reach very high correlations (i.e., $R > 0.8$). Of significance is that lightning flashes, especially the total flashes, are better correlated with rainfall in the SDHR events. In addition, $R$s in the SDHR events with flashes preceding rainfall are higher than that in those with flashes lagging behind rainfall. The difference of the lightning-rainfall correlation for the SDR events with different intensity grades could be better seen from Table 3, showing that the weak SDR events had weak CG (total)
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lightning-rainfall correlation (i.e., \( R = 0.32 \) (0.40)), with about 50% (40%) of them accompanied with no CG (total) flashes. For the moderate SDR events, strong correlation could be found between total flashes and rainfall with \( R = 0.62 \), which is higher than that between CG flashes and rainfall. The percentage of no-total-flash SDR events is also lower than that of no-CG-flash ones. However, promising results of strong lightning-rainfall correlations are obtained in the SDHR events, and the \( R \) of CG (total) flashes and rainfall is 0.66 (0.73). Moreover,
much less no-flashes events are found in the SDHR events. Therefore, rainfall is more correlated to lightning flashes in the SDHR events. It is also shown in Table 3 that the $R$ of total flashes and rainfall is higher than that of CG flashes and rainfall for the SDR events with different intensities. The difference of mean $R$s for the two correlations are tested, and the results show all the values of the test statistic $Z$ as given in Table 3 are higher than the 97.5th percentile value of 1.96 of the standard Gaussian distribution, which indicates that the correlation of total flashes and rainfall is significantly better than that of CG flashes and rainfall.

Finally, the spatial distributions of the mean highest $R$ in different time lags are displayed in Fig. 13. Apparently, nearly all the AWSs with weak SDR events show weak or moderate correlations between CG (total) lightning flashes and rainfall (Fig. 13a and d). However, when the total flash data are used, the moderate SDR events could reach strong correlations ($R > 0.6$) at most the AWSs over the urban areas (Fig. 13b and e). Since the best correlation is associated with SDHR events, most AWSs with these events could have high lightning-rainfall correlations, and some AWSs could even have very strong correlations (Fig. 13c and f). In particular, the AWSs in the urban and northeastern mountainous areas all exhibited high or even very high lightning-rainfall correlations. Again, this confirms that shown in Figs. 4, 9, 10, 12 and Table 3 that the total lightning flashes are better correlated with rainfall than the CG flashes in the SDHR events.

4. Summary and concluding remarks

This paper analyzes the relationship between lightning and rainfall associated with a total of 2925 SDR events by using the SAFIR-3000 lightning data and 5-min rainfall data from 118 AWSs during the warm seasons of 2006 and 2007 over the BMR. To facilitate the analysis of the rainfall-lightning correlations, the SDR events are categorized into six different intensity grades according to their HRRs, and an optimal radius of 10 km from individual AWSs for counting their associated lightning flashes is used.

After grouping lightning flash rates and rainfall rates into different bins, an analysis of their correlations shows $R = 0.74$–0.82 between the mean rainfall rates and the mean flash rates, with higher values (i.e., $R = 0.79$–0.92) between their peak rates. After taking the time shifts between the flash and rainfall rates into consideration, two peaks in the $R$ between the mean CG (total) flash and mean rainfall rates in the time windows of 5 (5) and 20 (35) min. An analysis of the two peaks reveals that weak- and moderate-grade SDR events could be correlated with CG flash counts near $T_{\text{lag}}$ (i.e., ±5 min), while SDHR events could be correlated CG flash counts long beyond $T_{\text{lag}}$ (i.e., ±20 min). In particular, higher correlations between total flash rates and rainfall rates could be found in the SDHR events within wider time windows (e.g., up to 35 min). The results indicate that total flashes could be found before rainfall occurrence, thus the total lightning data have the potential of nowcasting SDHR events.

Results also show that the lightning-rainfall correlations vary significantly with different intensity grades. Weak correlations ($R < 0.4$) are found in the weak SDR events, and 40–50% of the events are no-flash ones. And moderate correlation ($R < 0.6$) are found in the moderate SDR events, and > 10–20% of the events are no-flash ones. In contrast, high correlations ($R < 0.7$) are obtained in the SDHR events, and < 10% of the events are no-flash ones. The results indicate that lightning activity is observed more frequently and correlated more robust with the rainfall in the SDHR events. This is understandable because stronger updrafts with large CAPE associated with the SDHR events tend to generate deeper convective clouds with mixed-phase precipitation, providing favorable environments for non-inductive charging process (Matthee et al., 2014), as compared to stratiform clouds with little lightning-precipitation process (Petersen and Rutledge, 1998).

An analysis of the lightning-rainfall correlations in the SDR events with different intensity grades suggest that the rainfall rate thresholds of 2.5 mm (5 min)$^{-1}$ and 20 mm h$^{-1}$ could be used to discriminate between convective and stratiform rainfall, based on the better correlations that can be achieved. In particular, higher lightning-rainfall correlations could be found when a time shift between the two variables is considered. Specifically, most SDR events could reach their highest correlations if lightning flashes have a time shift within 25 min before and after their durations ($T_{\text{lag}}$). However, lightning-precede-rainfall events account for 50–60% of the total SDR events, whereas lightning-lag-rainfall events account for about 30%. The
The former phenomenon has been understood by the fact that rain reaching to the ground requires several minutes to fall through vertical columns from charged clouds aloft (Piepgrass et al., 1982). However, little has been discussed on the physics behind the time-lagged lightning-rainfall correlation. Thus, more observational studies are much needed to confirm the above findings and explain fully the statistical results obtained herein. The total lightning preceding rainfall phenomenon is especially pronounced for the SDHR events with $R \approx 0.8$. Furthermore, using the total lightning data, the AWSs in the urban areas and northeastern mountainous areas could reach the strong lightning-rainfall correlation of $R = 0.6–0.8$, and even higher at some AWSs in SDHR events. It follows that the total lightning data could be very useful for nowcasting and short-term warning SDHR event. In this regard, previous studies has demonstrated the potential of using lightning data for severe weather warnings, such as tornadoes, hailstorms and wind gusts (Chronis et al., 2015; Schultz et al., 2009, 2011). However, few studies have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of using total lightning data in nowcasting SDHR events. Thus, our results presented herein appear to have important implications for improving the nowcast of SDHR events. Of course, whether or not our results are applicable to all SDHR events occurring in both continental and oceanic regions requires more statistical studies using high-resolution rainfall and lightning observations.
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